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Abstract: The paper aims to ensure the security for virtual machines in cloud computing using Eucalyptus. Cloud computing 
is the next generation of networking computing, since it can deliver both software and hardware as on demand resources and 
services over the Internet. Virtualization plays a special role in cloud computing. After virtualization, it has been possible to 
present compute resources in the form of Virtual Machine (VM) Images. Security is significant concern in cloud computing. 
In this paper, the existing security challenges of cloud computing and the security threats in Virtual machine interconnectivity 
are presented first. Because users who are granted super-user access to their provisioned VMs, without care, may have 
possibilities that a VM can monitor another VM or access the underlying network interfaces. The paper focuses on the 
security of virtual machine instances by modifying the existing networking model, which can control the inter-communication 
among VM instances running in Eucalyptus with higher security. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Cloud computing is a network-based environment that 
focuses on sharing computations or resources. Actually, 
clouds are Internet-based and it tries to disguise complexity 
for clients. Cloud computing refers to both the applications 
delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and 
software in the data centres that provide those services. 
Cloud providers use virtualization technologies combined 
with self service abilities for computing resources via 
network infrastructure. In cloud environments, several kinds 
of virtual machines are hosted on the same physical server as  
 
Infrastructure. In cloud, costumers must only pay for what 
they use and have not to pay for local resources which they 
need to such as storage or infrastructure. Nowadays, we 
have three types of cloud environments: Public, Private, and 
Hybrid clouds. A public cloud is standard model which 
providers make several resources, such as applications and 
storage, available to the public. Public cloud services may be 
free or not. In public clouds which they are running 
applications externally by large service providers and offers 
some benefits over private clouds. Private Cloud refers to 
internal services of a business that is not available for 
ordinary people. Essentially Private clouds are a marketing 
term for an architecture that provides hosted services to 
particular group of people behind a firewall. Hybrid cloud is 
an environment that a company provides and controls some 
resources internally and has some others for public use. Also 
there is combination of private and public clouds that called 
Hybrid cloud. In this type, cloud provider has a service that 
has private cloud part which only accessible by certified 
staff and protected by firewalls from outside accessing and a 
public cloud environment which external users can access to 
it. There are three major types of service in the cloud 
environment: SaaS, PaaS, and laaS. 
 
 
 
 

2. Virtualization 
 
Virtualization is technology that facilitates sharing of the 
common infrastructure and resources of a physical machine 
(e.g., CPU, storage and network interfaces) between several 
Virtual Machines (VM), each hosting an entire software 
stack, including the operating system and applications. 
Typically VMs are offered in different types, each type have 
its own characteristics which includes number of CPU cores, 
amount of main memory, etc. and cost. VMs are controlled 
by a layer of software called a hypervisor, which resides 
between the hardware platform and the VMs. The 
hypervisor supports creating, migrating and terminating 
virtual machine instances. It is also a very critical 
component in virtualization environments; when breached, 
all of the attached virtual machines are compromised. 
 
The hypervisors are often categorized within two groups: 
 
 Type 1: Type 1 managers are installed directly above the 

hardware and run with the highest level of privileges. 
Xen and VM Ware ESX are type 1 hypervisors. 

 Type 2: Type 2 managers are installed above an 
operating system, like any other program. QEMU and 
Virtual Box are type 2 hypervisors. 

 
One of the key issues in virtualization is isolation. Isolation 
plays a crucial role in VMs in order to guarantee that one 
VM can not affect the other VMs running in the same host.  
 
Virtual network is a method of creating independent or 
isolate logical network within a shared physical network. 
We can find many current hypervisors (i.e., Xen, VMware) 
offering virtual network mechanism for VMs to access 
physical network. In this paper we take Xen hypervisor as 
the example to demonstrate how the virtual network works. 
 
Xen, originated as a research project at the University of 
Cambridge, is the powerful open source industry standard 
for virtualization. Today, The Xen hypervisor is becoming 
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environment that has available public IP addresses, these 
addresses may be assigned to VM instances at instance boot 
time. In environments where instances are connected to a 
private local network and this local network has a router that 
supports external communication through network address 
translation (NAT). In this case, the public interface may be 
assigned with a valid private IP address given by the router. 
 
The private interface is used only for inter VM 
communication across zones, where VM instances are 
running inside separate private networks (zones) but need to 
communicate with one another. Figure 3 illustrates that the 
instance’s private interface is connected via a bridge to a 
virtual software Ethernet system called Virtual Distributed 
Ethernet (VDE). VDE is an Ethernet protocol, where users 
can specify and control virtual Ethernet switch and cable 
abstractions that are implemented as programs. When a 
system is initiated, it sets up a VDE network overlay that 
creates one VDE switch per CC and NC component and 
many VDE wire established between switches. The VDE 
switches support a spanning tree protocol, which allows 
redundant links to exist while preventing loops in the 
network. 
 
At instance run time, the NC responsible for controlling the 
VM creates a new Ethernet bridge that is connected to the 
local VDE switch and configures the instance to attach its 
private interface to the new bridge. At this point, our 
requirement of instance connectivity is satisfied, because 
any VM started on any NC will be able to contact any other 
VM over the virtual Ethernet. Currently, Eucalyptus allows 
the administrator to define a class B IP subnet that is to be 
used by instances connected to the private network, and each 
new instance is assigned a dynamic IP address from within 
the specified subnet. 
 

 
Figure: 3 Each VM instance is assigned a public interface 
for external network connections, and a private interface 

connected to a fully virtual Ethernet network for inter VM 
Communication. 

 
Now the second requirement of the virtual network is 
network traffic isolation between instances. As mentioned 
from the beginning, we want that if two instances, owned by 
separate users, are running on the same host or on different 
hosts connected to the same physical Ethernet, they do not 
have the ability to inspect or modify each other’s network 
traffic. To solve this problem, simply use the concept of a 
virtual local area network (VLAN). In VLAN every set of 
instances owned by a particular user is assigned a tag, 
inserted into every communicated frame header that is then 

used as an identifier assigned to that user’s instances. VDE 
switch ports then only forward packets that have the same 
VLAN tag. So a set of instances will only be forwarded 
traffic on VDE ports that other instances in the set are 
attached to, and all traffic they generate will be tagged with 
a VLAN identifier at the virtual switch level, thus isolating 
instance network traffic even when two instances are 
running on the same physical resource. Figure 4 illustrates 
this scenario. 
 

 
Figure 4: Two instances owned by user A and user B 

running on the same physical resource are connected to the 
VDE network through ports configured to only forward 

traffic based on a particular VM’s assigned VLAN. 
 
4. Measures to Control VM Security 
 
A variety of distinct security technologies should be 
deployed to achieve comprehensive VM-level security that 
increases protection and maintains the compliance integrity 
of servers and applications, whether in virtual or cloud 
environments. These include security layers such as 
firewalls, intrusion detection and prevention; file integrity 
monitoring, log inspection, and anti-malware protection. 
 
• A firewall decreases the attack surface of virtualized 

servers in cloud computing environments. A bi-directional 
stateful firewall, deployed on individual VMs, can provide 
centralized management of server firewall policy. It 
should include pre-defined templates for common 
enterprise server types. 

• Intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDS/IPS) 
intervene against attacks that attempt to exploit known 
vulnerabilities long before patches are published or 
deployed. Implementing IDS/IPS within the virtualized 
environment can shield applications and operating systems 
from newly discovered vulnerabilities. This achieves 
timely protection against known and zero day attacks. In 
particular, vulnerability rules shield a known 
vulnerability– for example, those disclosed monthly by 
Microsoft – from an unlimited number of exploits. 

• File integrity monitoring inspects files, systems, and 
registry for changes. Integrity monitoring of critical 
operating system and application files (e.g., files, 
directories, registry keys and values, etc.) is necessary for 
detecting malicious and unexpected changes that could 
signal a compromise of virtual and cloud computing 
resources. 

• Log inspection provides visibility into important security 
events captured in log files. Log inspection rules optimize 
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the identification of important security events buried in 
multiple log entries from numerous sources. These events 
can be aggregated and sent to a stand-alone security 
system, or forwarded to a security information and event 
management (SIEM) system for correlation with other 
infrastructure events, reporting, and archiving. 

• Anti-malware protection defends against viruses, spyware, 
Trojans and other malware. It should detect malware in 
real time and incorporate cleanup capabilities to help 
remove malicious code and repair any system damage 
caused by the malware. 

 
5. Results and Discussion 
 
The paper focuses on the security of virtual machine in 
cloud computing. Virtualization is a key feature of cloud 
computing. After virtualization, it has been possible to 
present compute resources in the form of Virtual Machine 
(VM) Images. Security is significant concern in cloud 
computing. One of biggest challenges of security issues in 
the design of a cloud computing platform is that of virtual 
machine (VM) instance interconnectivity. Because users 
who are granted super-user access to their provisioned VMs, 
without care, may have possibilities that a VM can monitor 
another VM or access the underlying network interfaces 
 
The proposed method is implemented using Eucalyptus 
(Elastic Utility Computing Architecture for Linking Your 
Programs to Useful Systems). The Experiment using the 
existing architecture shows that the virtual machines are 
vulnerable to attacks such as spoofing and sniffing. The 
enhanced novel model can be effectively used for virtual 
machine interconnection without further security threats. 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
The inability of physical segregation and hardware-based 
security to deal with attacks between virtual machines on the 
same server highlights the need for mechanisms to be 
deployed directly on the server, or virtual machines. 
Deploying a line of defence including firewall, intrusion 
detection and prevention, integrity monitoring, log 
inspection, and malware protection as software on virtual 
machines is the most effective method to maintain integrity 
of compliance and preserve security policy protection as 
virtual resources move from on-premise to public cloud 
environments  
 
Eucalyptus is still young and under development. Eucalyptus 
1.5.1 doesn't support a http POST request, so when we tried 
to implement a POST request, it returns undefined errors. 
Although Eucalyptus has the same interface as Amazon, it 
has some differences too. Eucalyptus uses hypervisors to 
control life cycles of instances. The hypervisors may have 
their special networking configurations, or hypervisor like 
Xen needs a xenified kernel to run with (but KVM not). Or 
Xen currently doesn't get support from Ubuntu with a 
xenified kernel. So the work can be expanded to support all 
the hypervisor such as Xen, etc. 
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